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The limousines have always been considered as a mode of transportation that depicts sheer luxury
and class. Due to their extraordinary specifications, features and amenities, they have become a
symbol of status. From corporate businessmen to solo travelers, in fact people belonging to all
walks of life make use of limousines for managing their travel requirements. There are many
different kinds of limousines available depending on the purpose of use, the most popular being
stretched limousines that include Lincoln Town Car Stretch, Chrysler 300 C Stretch and SUVs that
include Hummer H2 Stretch, Escalade ESV Stretch and many more. Aside from stretches, there are
sedan limousines, SUV limousines, vans and buses. However, people usually utilize stretch limo
hire services because of their extraordinary features as compared to the other limos.

The stretched limousines include come with features that include a big TV, CD & DVD player, full Hi-
fi surround sound system, iPod connectivity, temperature control, fiber optic mood lighting, marbled
or wooden floor, plus interior, comfortable leather seating, centralized air-conditioning system, tinted
windows, a fully stocked bar with lighting and much more. The stretched limousines are a choice for
corporate businessmen as well as couples who wish to get the most out of their vacations. Many
people make luxury stretch limo reservations for special events that include weddings, proms, night
on town parties, sporting events, road shows and business meetings and more. Arriving and
departing in a limousine on your wedding day makes you the talk of the town. A chauffeur driven
limousine helps you in getting rid of the hassle of roads and directions.

The wedding limos are popular around the world. Itâ€™s a special wish for every couple to arrive and
depart on their special day in a unique style. A chauffeur driven limousine adds a touch of class and
luxury to their special day and creates lifetime lasting memories. The limousines are an expensive
entertainment however due to the increasing demand of limo hire in the modern era; there are many
companies that are offering cheap stretch limo services with rates on hourly as well as daily basis.
The budget concerned people also opt for small limousines that are called sedan limos. Sedan
limousines are small luxury cars and cost less than stretched limos. Sedan limos include BMW 7
Series, Mercedes S Class and Lincoln Town Car L Series which are on the top of the list. Hiring a
chauffeured limousine gives you relief especially on a hectic wedding day.

Aside from wedding limos, people hire limousines for promenade parties, bachelor parties, night on
town parties and much more. A chauffeured limo provides you with the ease of skipping from one
place to another conveniently without any waste of time. A professionally trained chauffeur gives
you the relief of being bothered by traffic and parking even at the busiest places in the town. The
party pals usually opt for suv stretch limo hire because of its increased room for fun and more
seating capacity. The stretched SUVs are more like a van or a minibus and they make you get the
most out of your party. So if you are looking for online stretch limo booking, Bridge Limousine is the
best online limousine company that offers most competitive and economical limousine packages.
They offer superior class chauffeur driven limousines that are second to none. Bridge Limousine
owns the fleet of latest vehicles that include sedans, SUVs, stretches, vans and buses.
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for a suv stretch limo hire because of its increased room for fun and more seating capacity.
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